For an odd integer N > 1, thought to be prime, a test is given which uses Lucas sequences and which can establish that any prime divisors of N are = ± 1 modulo the factored portion of N+l.
For an odd integer A > 1, the complete factorization of A + 1 or A -1 provides sufficient information to establish whether or not A is prime (see [1] , [2] ). Unfortunately, when A is large, it is generally very difficult and time-consuming to complete such a factorization. In such a case, the partial factorization can be extremely useful, since it can be used to restrict any possible divisors of A to a small number of arithmetic sequences with (hopefully) large differences. (2) (^+1.,,N)=1, then every prime divisor « of N satisfies « = ± 1 (mod Hj_jP?'). Proof. Let « be a prime divisor of A and let co,(«) denote its rank of apparition in {U^}. Then n\U^ if and only if co,(«)|fc, and thus (1) implies that for each i, w,(«) exists and divides TV+1. But (2) implies that cj/(n)'T'(TV + l)/p,., and thus p"!|co,(«) for each i.
